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ELECTION OF THE CHAIR
In the absence of an existing procedure for the
election of the Chair, the Executive Committee
have agreed (nem. con.) to adopt the election
procedure proposed in the new Constitution.
Accordingly, since Dr Marcia Pointon is due to
retire from the Chair at the AGM, 1989,
nominations for her successor must be submitted
in writing to the Hon. Secretary by Sunday April,
10 1988, before the AGM to be held on that day.
Nominations must include the names and
signatures of the proposer and two seconders, all
of whom must be current members of the
Association. The written consent of the nominee
together with a brief c.v. must also be forwarded
to the Hon. Secretary by that date. Nominations
will be announced at the AGM and the election
will take place subsequently by postal ballot.
The timetable for the election of the Chair is as
follows:
Nomination(s) to be announced at the AGM on 10
April
Ballot papers to be sent at the end of April
Deadline for return of ballot papers May 31
Result to be announced in July Bulletin.
Members are tactfully reminded that only those
with current membership cards will be sent ballot
papers.

COMMITTEE NOMINATIONS

MEMBERSHIP SUBSCRIPTIONS
You will be pleased to know that for the seventh
year running subscription rates remain at the same
level with the exception of the rate for overseas
members which has had to be increased to cover
postal charges. The subscription rates for 1988
are:—
Ordinary Member
Student Member with Art History
Student Member without Art History
Unwaged Member with Art History
Unwaged Member without Art History
Joint Members
Life Member's subscription to Art History
Overseas Member

£18.50
£15.00
£3.00
£15.00
£3.00
£22.50
£12.00
£25.00

If you pay your subscription by cheque annually
(due 1 January) and wish to continue to do so,
please send it, made payable to the Association of
Art Historians to:—
Pamela Courtney
Director of Publicity and Administration
Albert House
Monnington-on-Wye
Hereford HR4 7NL
Since a number ot subscriptions have this year
been misdirected, I take this" opportunity to
remind members that, as advertised in the
previous Bulletin, the Association has changed its
bankers from the Midland Bank, Woburn Place,
London Wl, to the National Westminster Bank,
45 London St., Norwich NR2 1HX. With the kind
collaboration of the Midland Bank, all
misdirections to date have been rectified; but we
are naturally anxious to avoid further
inconvenience to the bank.
Tony Dyson
Hon. Treasurer

FOURTEENTH ANNUAL CONFERENCE
Nominations for election to the three vacant places SHEFFIELD 8-10 APRIL 1988
on the Executive Committee should be sent in
SHEFFIELD CITY POLYTECHNIC —
writing to the Hon. Secretary, Dr Evelyn Silber,
COLLEGIATE SITE
no later than three weeks before the next AGM,
i.e. by Saturday 19 March 1988.
Nominations should include the names and
The theme of the conference will be Patronage,
signatures of the proposer and one seconder, both Wealth and Economy. The conference will open at
of whom must be current members of the
1200 on Friday 8 April and will conclude formally
Association, the written consent of the nominee
at 2030 on Sunday 10 April. The Conference
and a short c.v. sent by the nominee.

Organiser is Theo Cowdell to whom all enquiries
should be sent at the following address:
Dr Theo Cowdell (AAH Conference)
Department of Historical and Critical Studies
Faculty of Cultural Studies
Sheffield City Polytechnic
Psalter Lane
Sheffield Sll 8UZ
Creche
Please contact Theo Cowdell if you would like to
take advantage of creche facilities.
Conference Programme
Friday 8 April
1200 Registration opens at the Conference Desk,
sited by the Marshall Hall Refectory, Sheffield
City Polytechnic, Collegiate Crescent, Sheffield 10.
Maps of the relevant area within the city will be
sent out with bookings receipts. AA signposting
will guide visitors arriving by car. Adequate
parking space is available in and around the
Collegiate site. Cups of tea will be available at
registration.
1300 Bookfair opens.
1400-1500 Open session for members responding
to the call for papers for the London 1989
Conference or seeking further details and
information.
1600 Conference will be opened by Neil
MacGregor, National Gallery, London.
1700-1730 Tea
Professional Sessions 1
The Association's groups and sub-committees are
being asked to prepare annual reports for
circulation with the conference packs in advance
of these meetings in order to obviate the need for
lengthy verbal reports, and to allow the
professional groups to address matters of topical
concern at greater length.
1730-1830 Universities Group
1830-1930
(i) Museums Group
(ii) Polytechnics and Colleges Group
1945 Transport to the Graves Art Gallery
2000-2130 Reception: Sheffield City Art Galleries
Note: A late bar will be available on the
Collegiate site 2200-0100 hrs.
Saturday 9 April
Day tickets are available for this day's
programme.
0900-1230 Academic Sessions (4 papers each) I:
1 Structures of patronage in the twentieth
Century
2 Official Art and Academic Art
3 The Architectural Patron from the
Renaissance to the twentieth Century
4 Modernism and Anti-Modernism in Australia
5 Museums and Galleries
6 Design and Demand
7 Philanthropy and Philistinism in the
nineteenth Century
8 Art and Design in the Far East
9 Allegory in the twentieth Century: Idea,
Image, Attitude
10 Theories of Looking and Historical Method
There will be a half hour break for coffee
1030-1100

12-1500 Bookfair and lunch. (Bookfair stays open
until 1800)
1500-1700 Academic Sessions (2 papers each) II
1700-1800 Tea
Professional Sessions II and workshops
1800-1900 1) Schools (Group 2) Students Group
1900-2000 1) Galleries and the public
2) Computers (CHART)
3) Integration of Theory and Practice
(Teaching)
4) Part Time Teaching
2000 Meal (Bookable via Conference Application
Forms).
2100 Reception followed by party with bar and
entertainment.
Sunday 10 April
Choice of 6 visits (bookable via conference
application forms and subject to demand):
0930-1700
1 Gainsborough Old Hall and Lincoln (Usher &
Cathedral)
2 Southwell Minster & Newstead Abbey
3 Wakefield & Nostell Priory (Bretton Hall
Sculpture Park if possible)
4 Hardwick Hall, Haddon Hall & Balsover Castle
5 Cannon Hall, Cawthorne and Wentworth
Woodhouse
6 Sheffield and its Architecture
Please note that visit prices only include transport:
where entrance charges apply visitors are requested
to use their own entitlement to concessions, e.g. as
National Trust members etc.
1700 Collegiate. AAH AGM The proposed
Revised Constitution will be debated.
1900-2030 Meal (included in Conference fee).
Academic Sessions Timetable
All Academic Sessions take place on the Saturday
at the following times:
Paper 1 0900-0940
Paper 2 0950-1030
Coffee 1030-1100
Paper 3 1100-1140
Paper 4 1150-1230
Lunch and Bookfair
Paper 5 15-1540
Paper 6 1550-1630
Individual sessions may elect to use the time until
1700 for discussion.
All Convenors have been asked to ensure that
all papers start and finish on time.
Please Note The order of papers indicated below
is only a provisional one, and we cannot guarantee
that it will be possible to preserve the precise
running order in April. Every effort will be made
to ensure that abstracts for the papers/sessions
which are not yet available will be published in the
Conference Packs to be distributed at
Registration.
1 Structures of Patronage in the Twentieth
Century
Convenor: David Cottington, Falmouth School of
Art & Design, Woodlane, Falmouth, Cornwall
TR11 4RA. Tel: 0326 211077 Ext.229 or 0326
313095.

The aim of this session will be to examine aspects
of the structure, and the discourses, of the market
for contemporary art in this century. This
includes: the relationship between the dealer-criticcollector system and the capitalist economy in
which it emerged; the significance of institutional
patrons of modern art; the role played by
intermediaries between art producers and
consumers; the strategies, aesthetic or otherwise,
that have been adopted by artists confronted by
this market.
1. Malcolm Gee

Sociological Models and the Study of 20th
Century Patronage

This paper will consider what use art historians
can (should) make of sociological models when
studying modern patronage. (Patronage is used
here in a broad sense — perhaps distribution and
consumption system is a more accurate term — or
'support system'). Several relevant sociological
contributions will be summarised — e.g. (inter
alia) R. Moulin, H. Becker, M. Bystryn, D.
Crane. The major principles (and variants) of such
analyses will be considered and then applied to
other examples of mid 20th century patronage in
France, Germany and the USA. Some thoughts on
the advantages, shortcomings, and pitfalls of these
approaches will then be put forward for further
discussion.
2. Jane Lee

The Dealership of Paul Guillaume

3. Alexandra Parigoris

John Quinn: 'in defence of modern art*

This paper will examine the role that John Quinn
played in the promotion and support of artists. It
will establish rapidly the great contributions he
made in America, when he participated actively in
the Armory show, his instrumental brief against
import duty on art and his historic defense of the
editors of The Little Review charged with
obscenity for publishing Joyce's Ulysses. These
interventions illustrate the scene, that America
offered and which both artists and collectors had
to contend with. The 'Man from New York' has
left us a unique testimony in the shape of his
correspondence with dealers and artists, and this
paper will be based on research into these papers.
4. Anpe Massey

British Patronage and Modernism, 1945-1960

This paper will explore the nature of British
patronage in relation to modernism in Britain, the
Continent and America. The following will be
covered:
1. The changing ideology of modernism — from
Revolutionary Art to Cold War Politics
2. Official patronage, in particular the Arts
Council
3. The newly founded I.C.A. as patron
4. Private patrons, in particular Roland Penrose,
Peter Watson, Peter Gregory and E.J. Power.
The effect of such patrons on the art market
will be assessed and their reasons for collecting
modern art works examined. This will be done
within the framework of the ideology of
modernism and challenge the view that there is
something inherently revolutionary about modern
art.

5. Margaret Garlake

The LCC as art patron

Between 1948 and 1965 the LCC carried out a
major 'public art' programme in London. Initially
it took the form of sponsoring the triennial
sculpture exhibitions in Battersea and Holland
Parks; in the mid-'50s the LCC also embarked on
a scheme to provide sculpture in other open spaces
and buildings which it owned, such as schools,
colleges and housing estates.
The Arts Council acted as the LCC's expert
advisors in a relationship that was on occasion
acutely acrimonious. The LCC resented the Arts
Council's status as experts and the two bodies
seem to have approached the idea of 'art for the
people' from opposite points of view, so that for
instance, by the early '60s, when the Arts Council
was promoting Modernism quite vigorously, the
LCC was still tapping an undercurrent of social
realism.
2 Official Art and Academic Art
Convenors: Dr Shearer West, Dept of Art History,
Attenborough Building, University of Leicester,
Leicester LEI 7RH and Paul Duro, Faculty of Art
and Design, Newcastle-upon-Tyne Polytechnic,
Newcastle-upon-Tyne NE1 8ST.
This session will examine various aspects of public
patronage in France and England from the
eighteenth century to the present day.
Consideration will be given to the information of
academies, official patronage, art theory and
historiography, with special emphasis on the way
academies and institutions formulate and regulate
artistic output.
1. Paul Duro

Ideological Structures: The Foundation of the
French Academy

The French Academy, the creation of Louis XIV,
has often been seen as a direct result of royal
patronage, a desire by the monarchy to
insitutionalize the arts in the service of the State.
While there is some truth in this, the concordance
of dates between the foundation of the Academy
and the affirmation of absolutist rule is easily
exaggerated. This paper will argue for the relative
autonomy of the Academy, and seek to interpret
its evolution through the application of a concept
of ideology, a perspective which reveals of
complex series of problems centered less on the
question of the relationship between artists and the
State than on the issue of artistic identity.
2. Neil McWilliam

Limited Revisions: Academic Art History
confronts Academic Art

In recent years, the study of 19th-century French
art has apparently begun to deviate from the well
established, canonical reading which forms.part of
the larger narrative of the modern movement — a
phenomenon which historians habitually indicate
when promoting the virtues of yet another littleknown figure from the 'academic tradition'. At
certain points, this revisionist tendency, in which
qualitative judgment is no longer assumed to be a
decisive factor, has come to be associated with
initiatives generally described as a 'social history
of art'. This paper will examine the significance of
recent readings of the 19 century, trying to assess

3

their achievements and limitations and exploring
the assumsptions which underlie new
interpretations of the period and of the artists
whose rehabilitation has been attempted under the
'revisionist' banner. Opposition to such trends —
typified by Rewald, Zerner and Rosen — will be
examined, together with the implications of press
coverage of the selection of work in the Musee
d'Orsay.
3. Shearer West

The English 'Half-History* Portrait:
and Theatricality

Compromise

Thomas Lawrence's reference to his portrait of
John Phillip Kemble as Coriolanus as 'halfhistory' reflected a conception which had a strong
theoretical as well as practical base in England.
The justification of English portraiture by
Richardson and Reynolds involved an
aggrandisement of a form of art which had a
predominantly commercial function. Early Royal
Academicians thus found it necessary to answer
their market by painting portraits while
simultaneously living up to the aspirations of the
new institution. The most satisfactory solution to
the problem of the blending of genres was reached
in portraits of actors in character, which served
the dual function of portraiture and history better
than the strictly allegorical portraiture advocated
by Reynolds. In addition to the theoretical
background, this paper will consider the
introduction of actor portraits into paintings
exhibited at the Shakespeare Gallery, as well as
the importance of the acting style of Kemble and
Siddons to the development of the late 18thcentury 'half-history' portrait.
4. Paul Usherwood

during the 1920s and 1930s which encompasses the
institution's attitudes towards change, its uses of
historical paradigms and its concept of the
relationship between art and 'nature'.
The extent to which 'academy' art of the period
prior to World War II succeeded in identifying
itself with 'official' (or 'establishment') patronage
offers an interesting critique of a surviving
'academic' tradition.
6. Ceri Thomas

Pietro Annigoni and the Royal Academy:
1949-1966

The paper covers a crucial eighteen year period in
terms of the fortunes and development of both
Pietro Annigoni and the Royal Academy. It also
reveals certain significant inter-relationships.
These begin in 1949, the year in which Annigoni
first came to Britain, first exhibited at the
Academy, and first found favour with the
outgoing President, Sir Alfred Munnings. Both
men were of similar ideological persuasions, as
witnessed by their verbal, written and visual
statements on the contemporary art-scene.
However, the years 1956/7 can be described as a
time of general transition: from greater
conservatism and traditionalism to increasing
liberalism and modernism. Up until then,
Annigoni had experienced something of a 'golden
age' in London. He had become a regular,
popular and controversial exhibitor at the Royal
Academy and elsewhere in Piccadilly. His fame
had even spread world-wide due to his first
portrait of H.M. Queen Elizabeth II shown at the
Academy in the summer of 1955.
In contrast, his scope as a painter of portrait,
'subject' and religious pictures was reduced to that
The Academy and the woman painter: the case of of society portraitist alone during the Presidency
Elizabeth Thompson Butler
of Sir Charles Wheeler. His work was also
The battle painter Elizabeth Thompson Butler was increasingly labelled 'academic' or 'kitsch'.
the exception amongst women artists exhibiting at
Furthermore, Annigoni's restlessness and
the nineteenth century Royal Academy. Far from
dissatisfactions also grew and his style of painting
being short-changed by the all-male institution, she modified. With the advent of Sir Thomas
was allowed to become, for a brief phase, one of
Monnington as President at the end of 1966, the
its leading figures, and very nearly one of its
period of rearguard rule by Annigoni and
Members. It has been suggested that this Academy traditionalism at the Academy terminated.
success was due to the huge popular appeal of her
novel representations of battle. This paper will
3 The Architectural Patron from the Renaissance
argue, however, that the Academy's strangely
to the Twentieth Century
generous behaviour stemmed more from its own
Convenor: Maurice Howard School of Cultural
difficulties as an institution in the 1870s than from and Community Studies, University of Sussex,
any inherent qualities in Butler's work.
Arts Building, Falmer, Brighton, Sussex BN1
9QN.
5. Theo Cowdell

Academic Art Theory & the Royal Academy
before World War II

The term 'academic' became a particularly
problematic one in the twentieth century. There
are a number of ways in which the term has been
used: as the product of a particular cultural
tradition; as a means of identifying the work of
Royal Academy members and exhibitors; as a
pejorative term to decry art which was regarded as
reactionary, conservative and traditional. These
are not mutually exclusive.
An examination of the Royal Academy, the
institution and its members, reveals the extent to
which the Academy updated academic theory,
particularly through its pedagogy. Using the
publications of (and on) the Keepers of the
Schools and the Schools Visitors it is possible to
construct an interpretation of academic theory

This session examines the role of the patron,
individual, institutional and corporate, in the
creation of buildings. Papers will range from a
study of domestic architecture in Renaissance
England through the seventeenth and eighteenth
century topics to considerations of the twentieth
century topics. It is hoped that the role of the
patron in the broadest sense as 'interventionist' in
the making of buildings will be examined in
economic, political and social terms, as well as the
patron's determining hand in matters of style and
function.
1. Dr Maurice Howard

Authority and Authorship in the building
patronage of sixteenth-century England

In sixteenth-century England, the evidence for the
direct involvement of patrons in the design process

of the visual appearance of buildings is
as well as useful, and are therefore the proper
fragmentary and circumstantial, though more
pursuit of art history.
4. Dr Roderick O'Donnell
abundant later in the century than earlier. The
Church builders of the nineteenth century; were
visual outcome of each building project was,
architects and patrons always in agreement?
however, the result of a number of practical
The balance between patron and architect was
moves made about site, materials and expertise,
and all of these might be under the patron's direct reversed for nineteenth-century Gothic church
architecture just as it was to be for the twentiethpowers of decision. The judicious employment of
century Modern Movement. Historians have seen
these resources enabled the patron to control
argument between the aims of architect and patron
building costs and marshal his/her economic
power over both people and raw materials beyond as the hallmark of the Ecclesiological Movement.
This architectural 'compound' — to borrow the
the immediate needs of each commission. The
phrase of Tom Wolffe in From Bauhaus to Our
results are a telling self-advertisement of image,
House (1981) — originally erected by Pugin for
both on a local and a national level. A series of
the architecturally far less-developed Catholic
documented country houses, from Little Saxham
Church in England, had by the 1840s captured the
at the beginning of the century to Hardwick Hall
at the end, will be examined in an attempt to offer Anglican and, by the 1850s, the Nonconformist,
a redefinition of the concept of the patron at this Churches. Similar developments can be traced in
America and Europe. How did the architect
period.
become the dominant figure in the relationship
2. Dr Charles Saumarez-Smith
between patron, designer, brief, style and
Supply and Demand in the early eighteenth'product'
in
church
building?
Was
there
any
century building industry
consumer resistance? Anglican, Catholic and
The purpose of this paper is to examine the
Nonconformist examples will be investigated.
pattern of country house building during the first
5. Dr Tim Benton
part of the eighteenth century in the light of two
recent historical controversies. The first is the
Broadcasting House: programming the nation
reaction and response to Professor Lawrence
The origins of the BBC lay in a consortium of
Stone's An Open Elite?: England 1540-1880, with manufacturers of radio transmitting and receiving
its use of data drawn from country houses to
equipment. Within a decade, however, and greatly
analyse social change; the second is Neil
boosted by the events of the General Strike, the
McKendrick's The Birth of a Consumer Society,
British Broadcasting Company had become the
with its emphasis on patterns of expenditure at the British Broadcasting Corporation. Under Reith,
top end of the market determining broader
the BBC developed a policy of programming
changes in consumer demand in the second half of intended to combine an educational and
the eighteenth century. These two controversies
'improving' message with a populist strategy
make it desirable to have a clearer assessment of
intended to build a consensus audience.
who was involved in the purchase and building of
Broadcasting House, opened in a blaze of
country houses in the first half of the century and publicity in 1932, provides fascinating insights into
what was the relationship between the building
this policy. The building can be interpreted as a
industry and the national economy.
symbolic microcosm of British society expressing a
3. Richard Hewlings
pluralist understanding of British culture in the
design of its studios.
The public architecture of an unreformed
Corporation: the case of Boston, Lincolnshire
1687-1836
4 Modernism and Anti-Modernism in Australia
The government of Britain in 1988 wishes to
Convenor: David Bromfield, University of
withdraw from a directive part in the national
Western Australia, Centre for Fine Arts,
economy. It does so partly because it has assumed Nedlands, Western Australia 6009.
that British economic performance was at its most
bullish during a period when goverment played
Papers in this session will examine aspects of the
little part in social or economic life. That bullish
Australian engagement with the idea of the
period lay between the Interregnum and the Great modern in art. This affected Australian art in two
Depression, but it is not true that government was ways. It provided models for Australians of the
inactive in social or economic affairs.
appropriate attitudes and behaviour for an up to
date artist. It also meant that Australian art often
Of the evidence available to sustain the last
looked overseas for 'authentic' reception. Only in
hypothesis, this paper only presents a fragment.
London or .New York could Australian art and
This is the activity of one of the most modest
artists be said to have proved themselves.
components of government, at municipal level, as
demonstrated by a representative borough. From
The issue of modernity has been central to all
its re-incorporation in 1687 to Municipal reform in debates and power struggles in Australian art from
1836, the Corporation of Boston spent its money
the time of the Heidelberg school. However this is
on a public cistern (1702-5), a butcher's Shambles
not a simple case of Australia always catching up
(1707), its Guildhall (1720), the chancel of its
with western styles. In Australia the modern
parish church (1724), a Buttermarket and
debate was tied to nationalism, republicanism and
Assembly Rooms (1730-32), a bridge (1741), a
the political and social issues of the day in such a
way as to produce a unique series of works and,
terraced row of public housing (1772), a theatre
(1777), another bridge (1807), a jail (1814), a fish- arguably, a separate artistic tradition and visual
culture.
market (1816), offices for its own staff (1816-17)
and more ambitious Assembly Rooms (1819-22).
In this session we hope to indicate some of the
All these buildings were intended to be ornamental characteristics of that culture.
5

1. David Bromfield

Modernism and its malcontents, Perth Western
Australia 1929 to 1940

This paper will examine the range of responses to
the modern in Perth during and after the Great
Depression. These include the first surrealist
painting in Australia, socially and politically
committed art and modern commercial art and
architecture. From this examination it is possible
to build up a picture of the unique qualities of the
debate about the modern in Australia. In
particular one can offer a hypothesis as to the
abiding conservativism of Australian art and the
virtual absence of an avant garde consciousness
from most of its phases.
2. Jeanette Hoorn

1. Janet Barnes

Under the Banner of St George — Ruskin's Gift
to Sheffield
2. Michael Harrison

Education and Recreation: The Manchester Art
Museum

The Manchester Art Museum was the brainchild
of the philanthropist, T.C. Horsfall (1841-1932). It
was an attempt to put into practice some of the
ideas of John Ruskin. The scheme's promoters
sought to reconcile art and philanthropy,
education and recreation. The Art Museum finally
found a permanent home in Ancoats Hall in 1886.
Ancoats was regarded as 'the Bethnal Green of
Manchester' and the Art Museum was seen as the
city's 'People's Palace' or Toynbee Hall.
The pastoral and anti modernism in Australian art
The museum housed a collection of carefully
1900-1940
labelled exhibits illustrating the history of art,
various artistic techniques and the history and
The paper examines reactions to modernism in
natural history of the Manchester area. It also
Australian writing over the period 1900-1940 and
displayed household goods and furnishings. The
argues that the pastoral landscape and modernist
impact of the collections was reinforced by a
discourse formed a dialectical relationship in the
writing of the period equations of modernism with picture loan scheme for schools. The Art Museum
was also frequently used by 'real Ancoats people'
disease and of the pastoral landscape with health
as a leisure centre.
are examined in relationship to ideas about the
bush and the city in Australian writing. The role
This provincial counterpart of the Kyle Society,
of women in introducing modernist painting,
the Art for Schools Association and the
which occupied a marginal position within artistic Whitechapel Art Gallery achieved some modest
practice is examined in relationship to the
success as a cultural and recreational centre and its
production of pastoral imagery in academic
influence was felt far beyond the slums of
painting by mainly male artists. The relationship
Manchester.
of gender, modernism and the pastoral are
3. Gwen Hawdon
therefore simultaneously considered.
Alderman W. Smith and the Formation of a
3. Jonathan Watkins
Northern Provincial Art Collection
Australian Art in Britain since 1880
When Alderman Smith presented his paintings to
the borough of Brighouse in 1907, overt
This paper examines the British reaction to
Australian art over the last hundred years and the philanthropic declarations accompanied a large
effects that this had on Australian art and artists. and varied collection which encompassed some
nineteenth century concerns, but was notably silent
4. Terry Smith
on others. In seeking to address the issues
Modern Art, Modernism and Modernity as
involved, both in the formation and in the
regimes in Australian Visual Culture
donation of this collection, this paper will consider
This paper will provide an over view of the place
notions of art as moral educator, philanthropic
of Modernism and ideas of the modern in the
vehicle and source of municipal pride in the
range of Australian visual culture. It will form a
circumstances of a self-made manufacturer and a
starting point for the discussion which follows.
small industrial Yorkshire town.
Discussion
This will centre on theoretical and historical issues 4. Tim Hilton
concerning modernism and their working out in
Ruskin and the New Journalism
the Australian context. Modernism has been seen
The last'four or five years of Ruskin's active life
as an instrument of worldwide control and
coincided with the birth of the 'new journalism'.
dominance. This claim seems to contradict the
Ruskin's interest in its vivid and sensational
view that 'traditional' pastoral landscape based art manner reflects his own background as a
carried the conservative banner in Australia since
controversial writer. At the same period, the
that conservatism was linked very closely to the
profession of journalism began to attract serious
British Empire. Similar contradictions appear
graduates with progressive political views. One of
when one attempts to produce a stylistic definition them, E.T. Cook, was both a new journalist and a
of modernism in Australia. There is a sense in
follower of Ruskin. But Cook could not bring
which Australia is the best focus for the current
himself to reveal the secrets of Ruskin's exile from
debate on critical practice.
his home at Brantwood, and Ruskin used Cook's
newspaper to reassure friends who feared for his
7 Philanthropy and Philistinism in the Nineteenth sanity and did not know his whereabouts.
5. Sarah Dodd
Century Convenor: Janet Barnes, The Ruskin
Gallery, 101 Norfolk Street, Sheffield SI 2JE.
Ruskin and the Chivalric Ideal of Woman
Ruskin's
ideal
of
feminine
beauty,
purity,
Please note that Papers 1, 4 and 5 of this session constancy and valour, can be located within a
have some relationship with Peter Fuller's paper
mid-Victorian
cultural
preoccupation
with
the
Ruskin and Post-Modernism, scheduled as Paper ! reincarnation of chivalric virtues encapsulated in a
in Session 10 Theories of Looking and Historical
mythical,
organic
English
society.
Method. The abstract of Peter Fuller's paper is
The
challenges
to
this
romantic
historicism,
not yet available.
particularly in the 1860s, served merely to

intensify Ruskin's vision of a natural harmony
symbolised by the microcosm of a garden with
woman in her natural environment. Through such
images, supported by illustrations from literature
and art, Ruskin was able to provide, to his own
satisfaction, a counter to early feminist arguments
for equality; womens' qualities were perceived as
different, complimentary, sometimes superior to
those of men. Nowhere can this be seen more
clearly than in his views on the education of
women.
Evidence can be deduced from Ruskin's formal
presentations, speeches and writings, and from his
informal letters to young female acquaintances.
He was thus able to transform the burgeoning
feminism of the 1860s into a blossom of his own
nurturing.

Igor Kopytoff. In particular, Kopytoff's concept
of 'biography' will be applied through the case
study of one or two famous paintings which can
be closely documented through this period. How
did they change hands, and what factors governed
their passage from collector to collector? What
were the mechanisms through which the market
operated?
Through an examination of material contained
in collectors' catalogues and literary works, the
growth of a market in art will be situated against
the rapid development of a money economy at this
period, and it will be argued that the study of
luxury consumption behaviour, as well as
deepening our understanding of how painting and
calligraphy were perceived in the late Ming, can be
of great value to the long-standing controversy
about the 'modernity' of the Chinese economy.
8 Art and Design in the Far East
Material will also be presented on the prices paid
for a variety of luxury goods, including artworks
Convenor: John Clark, 25C Gleneagle Road,
of several types.
London SW16 6AY
3. Toshio Watanabe
This session will examine a range of topics
Curiosities of Works of Art — Western Patronage
illustrating the diverse relationships between trade, of Japanese Art in the mid-19th Century
economics, politics and patronage within the
Japanese art has been collected in the West since
context of Eastern Art and Design.
the 16th century when a direct relationship
between Japan and the West was established.
However, until the 19th century the West regarded
1. Derek Gillman
works of Japanese art on the whole as objects of
Foreign silver and domestic painting in a south
ethnographical curiosity and not as works of art
Chinese province
on the same level as Western art. The mid-19th
During the second quarter of the sixteenth
century was a crucial period in the change in
century, Portuguese merchant-adventurers carried
Western attitudes towards Japanese art and this
on an illicit trade with Chinese entrepreneurs in
paper tries to examine how it was beginning to be
the south-eastern provinces of Fujian and
Zhejiang. With the Portuguese discovery of Japan collected and appreciated in spite of the almost
total lack of art historical knowledge of it.
in the early 1540s, large quantities of Japanese
Various Western published accounts of Japan and
silver bullion flowed into south China, followed,
from the 1570s, by American silver brought to the its art from the 1840s to the 1860s give important
clues to this shift and the illustrations in them
Philippine Islands by the Spanish.
provide not only examples of what was actually
Throughout the Ming period (1368-1644),
central government was fearful of, and prejudiced collected in the West, but also indicate the
authors' and publishers' attitudes.
against overseas contacts and commerce,
4. David Bromfield
preferring revenue from land taxes and
Two Ladies
monopolies in commodities. An interdict on
maritime trade was lifted in 1567 and then just for The paper deals with two works produced in Paris
Fujian shipping. By raising the ban, Fujian
in the mid 1870's, Monet's La Japonaise and
merchants and their gentry sponsors were in a very Manet's Nana. Both paintings are shown to be
strong position to take private profits not only
dependent on the development of an imagery of
from dealings with the Portuguese, but also with
Japanese women which grew up as part of the
the Spanish and eventually the Dutch.
discovery of Japan in the 1860's and early 1870's.
Specifically the imagery of the geisha can be
As provincial wealth grew, the cultural profile
shown to have effected both works directly. The
of Fujian changed, with new ventures in
economic use made of traditional Japanese culture
handicrafts and printing. A notable feature is the
by the Japanese themselves and by western
strength of painting in Fujian during the late
consumerism is shown to be at the base of the
Ming. In contrast to the literati painting practised
imagery of both works. Thus the allegedly
at cities around the Yangtze delta, Fujian artists
decorative qualities of La Japonaise and the
reworked the styles of an earlier professional
school — not for the Europeans with whom trade realism of Nana can be seen to be two sides of the
same coin.
was pursued, but for local patrons enriched by it.
5. John Clark
Their output included depictions of fantastic
beings drawn from popular religion and bold,
Painting in Taiwan after 1945 — the Political and
frequently monumental landscapes.
Economic Background
2. Craig Clunas
Taiwan after 1945 presents the case of a society
modernizing under very specific political and
The Cost of Living and the Cost of Art in Late
economic conditions. The forms of its art were
Ming China
The paper will examine works of Chinese painting limited by political values, were motivated by
social tensions which were sometimes incorporated
and calligraphy during the century 1560-1660 in
their roles as commodities, and will attempt to test in the very personalities of given artists, and were
selected against scales of values which though
on this body of material recent theoretical work
ultimately cultural, had an organization which in
by anthropologists such as Arjun Appadurai and

part was governed by the economics of production
and distribution.
After a brief outline of artistic developments
from 1945, chiefly in painting, the specific
political conditions for a development of a
'modern' art in Taiwan will be examined. These
developments will then be correlated with
macroeconomic indices and their implications for
theories about the economic base necessary for
development of 'modern' art outline.
6. Kazu Kaido

images in film while at the same time proposing
alternative ways to correct a sexist balance
resulting from the predominant 'man-as-bearer-oflook, woman-as-image' model of film
spectatorship.
This paper will discuss areas of gender and
spectatorship glossed over by Mulvey. The
discussion will have three foci. First, gaze will be
broadened to look at relationships other than
(presumed) heterosexual ones. Gaze as a gendered
relationship cannot be presumed to follow the
male/female heterosexual polarity Mulvey suggests
War art: The problem of propaganda, patronage
as the norm for all looking. Is gaze genderand censorship
specific, or, casting aside Freud and Lacan
The patronage of a particular type of art can
create an artificial situation in which others suffer. (Mulvey's mentors for her original paper) can we
formulate a more dynamic definition of gaze and
When a vigorous programme of patronage is
gender in film, one that investigates a variety of
fueled by political, ideological energy on a
relations both in the cinematic frame and also
national scale it can even have an effect of
between viewer and objects viewed within the
censorship. This paper investigates one such case
frame. Second, spectatorship needs to be
in the state patronage of war art in Japan during
considered in the light of the real experiences of
and immediately after the second world war.
viewers, not idealised models in which the author
When a patron's status, in this case the state,
privileges his/her viewpoint as that of all
declines the status of the art objects concerned
spectators. Data from studies on viewer reception
also changes. When artists face rapidly shifting
will
be
discussed
in
regard
to
spectatorship
as
a
moral and ideological values and are forced to
model
for
film
studies.
Last,
gender
representation
abandon any belief that their work has an intrinsic as an historical trend in cinema will be analysed
quality scepticism and disillusionment become
using
a
particular
kind
of
film,
the
biographical
predominant. The paper attempts to examine the
film,
in
which
idealised
lives
are
presented
as
problem of this kind of art patronage and related
normative
models
for
spectators.
journalistic and commercial support systems that
artists are subjected to.
4. Thomas Puttfarken
10 Theories of Looking and Historical Method
Convenor: Ludmilla Jordanova, 24 Roseberry
Avenue, Colchester, COl 2UJ.
This session will critically evaluate some influential
theories and concepts, including the notion of the
spectator and the gaze, and assess their
implications for art historical practices.

Composition and the Spectator

5. Karl Figlio and Ludmilla Jordanova

Psychoanalysis and the Spectator

Psychoanalysis is a clinical discipline rooted in an
open-ended relationship between clinician and
patient. Applying it to art may at first sight
appear problematic since the way in which a
picture can be understood as an actively
responsive other might seem unclear. Some art
historians (Michael Fried is an obvious example)
use psychoanalysis as a theoretical system that
1. Marcia Pointon
decodes images in terms of universal themes such
Psychoanalysis in Art History: Subversion or
as castration anxiety, so that objects represented
Reaction?
in the painting are interpreted according to the
What is the status of psychoanalytic theory in art
system. This approach implies a static relationship
history today? To what extent is psychoanalysis
between viewer and picture. An alternative way is
deployed to bolster outworn loyalties to a
traditional canon, to keep the idea of the artist in to focus on the viewer's identification with the
processes represented in the picture. For example,
orbit? How can a theory that addresses the
individual, which originates in a specific place at a Richard Wollheim's notion of the internal
spectator implies a more dynamic relationship
particular time, serve an historical analysis whose
between the external spectator and the image. We
object is the collective and of that time? Is the
shall examine recent work by Fried and Wollheim
theory of 'desire' just another way of postulating
in the light of these considerations and suggest
a formalistic aesthetic? How can psychoanalysis
that a productive application of psychoanalysis to
with its own patriarchal history be mobilised to
art history must include a concern with
address questions of gender in history within
psychodynamics, with the on-going resolution of
patriarchy?
forces. It follows that we may wish to
Whilst I cannot hope satisfactorily to answer all conflicting
about Freud's theories of drama as being of
these questions, I shall endeavour to suggest ways think
particular
value
for
art
historians.
in which we might profitably consider them.
2. Peter Fuller
Ruskin and Post-Modernism
Abstracts of papers for the following sessions will
3. George Custen
be available at conference:

Seeing Analysis as Spectatorship: Rethinking the
Gaze in Film

In 1975 Laura Mulvey set a significant part of the
agenda for discussions of gender and image in
film in her article 'Visual Pleasure and Narrative
Cinema'. This provocative piece formulated a
research methodology for studying gendered

5 Museums and Galleries: Constructing Culture?
Convenor: David Alston, The Graves Art Gallery,
Surrey Street, Sheffield SI 1X2
All four speakers in this session identified in the
November Bulletin are confirmed. Abstracts will
be available at Conference.

6 Design and Demand
Convenor: Hilary Cunliffe Charlesworth,
Department of Historical and Critical Studies,
Faculty of Cultural Studies, Sheffield City
Polytechnic, Psalter Lane, Sheffield Sll 8UZ
9 Allegory in the Twentieth Century: Idea, Image,
Attitude
Convenor: George T. Noszlopy, School of History
of Art and Complementary Studies, City of
Birmingham Polytechnic, Corporation Street,
Birmingham B4 7DX

In the spring of 1913 Apollinaire declared that
'L'allegorie est une des formes les plus nobles de
PArt'. He was not only consenting to the growing
popularity of allegorical themes in Symbolist
circles since the late 1880s, but was also trying to
break down the ambivalent ideas and attitudes
which persisted in some avant-garde circles in spite
of the international success of those monumental
allegorical paintings which he inspired and
promoted at the Cubist salons of more recent
years.
The ambivalence prevailed. Yet twentieth
century artists, preoccupied with the dilemma of
naturalism versus abstraction, have often been
using the allegorical method. Apart from a
generally deep-rooted confusion of allegory with
symbolism, the allegorical method has been too
important to be dismissed entirely. More than any
other genre Allegory embraces all areas of thought
and art; while it thrives on naturalistic as well as
on decorative formal devices, it can make the lifelike image into a carrier of symbolic meanings. It
is also capable of conveying the most esoteric idea
in sensuous form.
With a broad working definition of allegory as
the representation of abstract concepts by means
of personifications, representatives and emblematic
objects, the six papers raise a fundamental
methodological problem: the relationship between
imagery and the socio-economic and cultural
milieu.
1. George Noszlopy
Robert Delaunay's 'La Ville de Paris': a
temporary revival of the humanist practice of joint
authorship
2. Julia Fagan-King
The Twentieth Century Mystical Ideal as
proclaimed by 'Montjoie' and as manifest in early
works by Marie Laurencin and Marc Chagall
3. Adrian Hicken
Severini's 'Dynamic Hieroglyphic of the Bal
Tabarin'; a synthetic response to the patronage of
the poets
4. Paul Gruitt
The Extension of Allegory and Metamorphosis
from Kandinsky's paintings into 'Der Gel be
Klang9
5. Alan Cooper
A heap of Broken Images: Elliott and Duchamp:
The 'Waste Land' in the 'Large Glass'
6. Robert Burstow
Butler's Project for the Monument to the
Unknown Political Prisoner International
Competition': allegory, abstraction and Cold War
politics

Saturday 9 April 1630
6. David Crystal-Kirk
Forgery Reforged: Art-Faking and Commercial
Passing-Off Since 1981
Prior to 1981 it was commonly held among
criminal lawyers that the law relating to forgerybased offences was unsatisfactory. This led to the
passing of the Forgery and Counterfeiting Act
1981. While this did away with many of the
objections arising under the old law, this paper
argues that the effect of the 1981 Act is to extend
the scope of forgery quite considerably, to include
among other things the production of art fakes
and the passing off of manufactured goods as the
brand goods of another; and that this is a proper
extension of the scope of the offence in view of
the inadequate protection otherwise afforded by
the law in general against certain frauds.
It is inescapable that all artifacts are statements
about themselves. This point is nicely made by the
poet Stephen Spender's description of a steam
locomotive as a 'black statement of pistons'.
The information stored or recorded, as it were,
in an artifact may be information about the
artifact itself, or about something connected with
it, or about something relatively unconnected. For
example, a chair informs one that it is apt for the
purposes of sitting on; a rare Ming vase, inter
alia, that any other like it cannot be unique —
which might be an important economic
consideration to an art collector; a pair of jeans
with the manufacturer's label on it tells by whom
and possibly when or where it was manufactured.
Thus it can fairly be said that, just as a document
may explicitly, so may an artifact implicitly, store
or record information. Just as an artifact may
inform, a false one (one that pretends to be what
it is not) may mislead. It may even have been
deliberately made false in a calculated strategy to
mislead, to be used with a view to gain by the
perpetrator and a corresponding loss (or prejudice)
suffered by any person duped. It was this kind of
fraud that the law of forgery was designed to
combat, yet it may come as a surprise to learn
that, at least historically, forgery was construed to
have a very narrow technical meaning, at odds
with the man in the street's understanding of the
term and not altogether logical or sensible.
The clearest examples of the difficulty found in
drawing the boundaries of forgery at common law
are contained in the cases involving art fakes and
passings-off of commercial products as the
produce of a well-known maker.
Thus in Closs the defendant sold a painting
purporting to be an original by the famous
painter, John Linnell. In fact the painting was a
copy. It was not made by the defendant. Nor was
there any evidence of the intention of the painter
when he had painted it. The real question,
however, was whether the painter had committed
the actus reus of the common law offence of
forgery, because if he had, the defendant could be
convicted of 'uttering' the forgery. At common
law this depended on whether the painting could
be properly described as a 'document'. Given (for
the purposes of argument) that the painting as a
whole could not be described as a 'document'
what was the effect of the painted signature 'J.
Linnell' faithfully reproduced on the copy?
9

The advantages of an expanded concept of
forgery are that the art world is better protected
from the commerce in art fakes, there is a suitable
criminalisation of those who seek to profit
improperly from the exploitation of another's
hard-won goodwill and the law of forgery
generally is seen as consistent, unbedevilled by the
kind of spurious conceptual boundaries found in
the cases like Closs and Smith. The answer to
Cockburn C.J.'s question, 'If you go beyond
writing where are you to stop?' is the very proper
one: only when the proper deterrents have been
brought to bear on all those seeking to profit
from the use of false instruments (in the widest
sense) by a uniform branch of the criminal law
subsumed under the title of forgery.
Epilogue
It remains only to add that support for the
general proposition that the 1981 Act radically
changed the law on forgery has come recently
from no less an authority than the Court of
Appeal, for in Donnelly this proposition formed a
major plank in the argument for the sustaining of
the defendant's conviction for forgery.
Saturday 9 April 1630
Gerry Needham
Commercial Patronage: Gavarni's Prints of
London
Some of the most widely distributed commissioned
art of the nineteenth century was produced outside
the 'official' art world. Rather than resulting from
concepts about the role of art as an expression of
traditional, patriotic or moral values, this art came
from the reading of public taste by entrepreneurs
eager to make a profit. Among these works were
the artistically remarkable series of prints of
London Life, the best known of which are Dore's,
published in 1872. Less well known are Gavarni's
two series: Gavarni in London, 1849, (wood
engravings), and Les Anglais Chez Ewe, 1853,
(lithograph). The vigorous life of this publishing
world can be seen in the fact that the blocks of
the first series were bought by other publishers
and re-appeared with different texts in both
London and Paris.
An examination of Gavarni's prints shows that
while he gave the environment a smaller role than
Dore, he concentrated on portraying the individual
people and created an equally memorable version
of the mid century city.
Members may also care to note that the Saturday
Workshop 1900-2000 Part Time Teaching will be
chaired by Clare Ford Wille and will present an
opportunity for an informal exchange of views by
part time lecturers from any type of art historical
institution. Clare Ford Wille can be contacted at:
69 Limerston Street, London SW10 0BL.
Conference fees
Ordinary Member
Member, Concessionary*
Non-member

£28
£18
£36

Saturday only
Ordinary member
Member, Concessionary*
Non-member

£15
£10
£18

Association Dinner
Visits, subject to availability
Gainsborough and Lincoln
Newstead and Southwell
Wakefield and Nostell Priory
Cannon Hall and Wentworth
Hardwick, Haddon and Bolsover
Sheffield Architecture
Please note that visits charges only cover
transport.
Bed & Breakfast April 8 and 9 (2 nights)
Bed & Breakfast April 8-10 (3 nights)

£6.85
£5
£5
£4
£4
£5
£1
£23.92
£35.88

Booking Form
Please fill in amounts on appropriate lines.
Cheques should be made out to the Association of
Art Historians. Completed Forms should be sent,
with payment, to the Conference Organizer.
Concessionary terms are available to students,
Senior Citizens, UB40 holders (please provide
proof at registration) and Speakers.
ART HISTORY BOOK FAIR:
SHEFFIELD 1988
The ninth Art History Book Fair will be held in
the Pearson Building, Sheffield City Polytechnic,
Collegiate Crescent, Sheffield. The hours are:—
Friday 8 April 1988: 1.00 pm to 5.30 pm
Saturday 9 April 1988: 10.30 am to 6.00 pm.
As always entrance is FREE and the catalogue of
exhibitors is FREE. Everyone welcome to browse
or buy. Posters and/or invitation cards are
available. Please get in touch with Pamela
Courtney if you would like any at the following
address:
Pamela Courtney
Albert House
Monnington-on-Wye
Hereford HR4 7NL
Tel: 09817 344
FIFTEENTH ANNUAL CONFERENCE
LONDON 6-9 APRIL 1989
This conference is to be hosted by the London
Institute. The opening address and academic
sections will take place at the Institute of
Education, Bedford Way; constituent colleges of
the London Institute will host a series of events
and exhibitions as part of the Conference. Special
evening lectures are also planned to take place at
the Tate Gallery and the Royal Institute of British
Architects.
A call for papers and further details of the
proposed academic sections is to be inserted into
this edition of the Bulletin. Please send any
suggestions for papers to the specified section
leaders.
There will be an opportunity for anyone who
wishes to contribute to the London Conference to
discuss their ideas with the conference organisers
at this year's Conference in Sheffield. This open

would like to respond to the arguments it
contains.
We feel that the Paper as a whole is based on
an unduly narrow idea of productivity and
national interest, which fails to recognise the
contributions made by the humanities, and in
particular by a subject such as the history of art.
It is not only courses with a specific commercial
or industrial application which make a significant
TENTH ART HISTORY BOOK FAIR
contribution to the needs of the country; the
LONDON 1989
history of art provides a training which is
productive both in its economic and commercial
applications and in its contribution to the wider,
The Association is proud to announce that we
but no less significant, cultural wealth of the
celebrate the tenth birthday of the ART
nation. Our comments can be grouped under two
HISTORY BOOK FAIR at the British Museum,
headings.
London. The dates are 7 and 8 April 1989.
(1) Research
Underlying the Paper is the assumption that all
Enquiries to:
research in universities can be assessed on the
Pamela Courtney
model of the funding of scientific research.
Albert House
However, this model is not applicable to the vast
Monnington-on-Wye
majority of research in the humanities, which is
Hereford HR4 7NL
conducted without outside funding and often at
Tel: 09817 344
the scholar's own expense. The essential prerequisite for such research is time, and this in turn
depends upon the level of staff provision in
SIXTEENTH ANNUAL CONFERENCE
relation to student numbers.
DUBLIN 1990
Moreover, the distinctions between different
types of research in the Paper cannot easily be
applied
to
research
in
our
field.
The
Paper
implies
For a number of years Irish members of the
that
'basic'
research,
'concerned
with
the
Association have extended a standing invitation
advancement
of
knowledge',
is
not
productive,
for the Association to hold its annual conference
following
a*
notion
of
productivity
based
strictly
in Dublin.
upond
commercial
exploitation.
However,
research
Since a formal proposal was made at the 1987
in
our
field
makes
a
crucial
contribution
to
the
AGM, members of the Executive have investigated national prosperity in many ways. This appears
some of the practicalities of transport and
most
tangibly
in
its
contribution
to
tourism
and
accommodation costs involved in a 1990 Dublin
the
art
trade,
in
providing
the
expertise
which
Conference. More recently the Irish Association of enables the conservation and presentation of the
Art Historians (Chair: Martin Anglesey, Museum
national
heritage,
and
the
resources
of
knowledge
of Ulster) have begun to formulate an academic
and
experience
which
make
London
the
centre
of
programme.
the international art market. The organisation of
Further information will be available at the 1988 major exhibitions and other such events is also a
AGM at Sheffield.
strong incentive to tourists to visit this country.
Katharine Crouan
Beyond this, research in the field of art history
has a great if less tangible value in the reputation
of
the
country
as
a
centre
of
scholarly
excellence
SUB-COMMITTEES OF THE ASSOCIATION
in the field, a reputation achieved largely without
outside funding, through the research and
publications
of
individual
scholars.
Sub-Committee for Universities
Continuing research is essential for any
The Universities Sub-Committee has sent the
university teacher in the humanities. A discipline
Minister the following commentary on the
such as ours cannot be divided into two tiers.
government's White Paper on Higher Education.
There is no basic level which can be successfully
In response to the White Paper's emphasis on
taught by teachers with no research involvement;
productivity, the letter stresses the tangible
knowledge and debate in the field is advancing in
contributions of the discipline, in economic and
vocational terms, in addition to its intrinsic value. all areas, and any successful teacher at university
level needs to be actively involved in research. For
16 November 1987 this reason, we feel that any proposal to
differentiate between research and non-research
departments in universities would be prejudicial to
The Right Hon. Kenneth Baker, M.P., P.C.,
the whole of .higher education.
Secretary of State for Education and Science
(2) Productivity and Peformance Evaluation
In this area, too, we feel that the proposed
Dear Mr Baker,
criteria for assessment, notably the 'effectiveness
I am writing to you as Chair of the Universities
indicators', are conceived in terms appropriate
Sub-Committee of the Association of Art
Historians, the professional body which represents only to the activities of scientific and technological
departments. The well-being of an art history
historians of art in British academic institutions.
department cannot be measured by its success in
We have read with interest the White Paper
gaining research grants and contracts, since, as
Higher Education: Meeting the Challenge, and

session will take place on Saturday 9 April
1400-1500 hours.
For further information contact Tag Gronberg at:
13 Christchurch Square
London E9 7HU

explained above, research in the humanities is very
rarely funded in this way. Moreover, research
students in the arts are very rarely sponsored by
outside sources, and their numbers are controlled
by the government's own grant awarding system.
In the list of criteria of effectiveness, no
mention is made of publications by the members
of a department's staff, which are one of the
prime indicators of its health and productivity.
However, publications in the humanities cannot
simply be compared numerically with those in the
sciences: scientific publications are often reports of
single experiments, and credited to several authors,
whereas research in the humanities is generally the
product of a single scholar and the result of a
longer period of investigation.
We would stress that the history of art is
particularly concerned with 'analytical, critical and
communication skills', in its analysis and
presentation of the cultural heritage. Through this,
graduates in the subject are excellently fitted for
the range of non-vocational employment open to
arts graduates; our records indicate that they are
sought after by employers in industry and the
City, in the Civil Service and in Law, in
publishing and journalism, and in many other
professions. Moreover, the training offered by a
degree in the history of art also has a strong
vocational relevance, as the fundamental training
for those seeking employment in museums and
galleries, in the art trade, and in many aspects of
tourism and the presentation of the national
heritage. In addition, our departments offer
specifically vocational courses in particular areas,
notably in the conservation of works of art, in
museum curatorship and management, and in arts
administration. However, our records suggest that
first employment of graduates is not the most
effective gauge of the value of the training
offered, since many graduates do not immediately
obtain the job that makes best use of their skills;
an assessment of employment three years after
graduation would be a far more representative
indicator.
We hope that you will find these comments of
value in developing your plans for the future of
higher education in Britain, and we look forward
to your response.
Yours sincerely,
Dr John House
Chair, Universities Sub-Committee
Association of Art Historians
Copies to:
Sir Peter Swinnerton-Dyer, Chairman, UGC
Professor John Cannon, Chairman, UGC Arts
Sub-Committee

Sub-Committee for Polytechnics and Colleges
The election of the chairperson and members of
the Polytechnics and Colleges Sub-Committee
comes at a watershed in the development of
History of Art and Design in the public sector.
It is obviously difficult to speculate about the
impact of PCSC on the subjects, but members of
the Association should bear in mind that the
CNAA History of Art and Design Board, which
had provided a much needed focus for innovation
and quality assurance in the subject, was
disbanded in 1987 as part of the Council's
restructuring of its work.

The new Committee for Art and Design has, as
yet, no historian on it. In these circumstances a
reconstituted Polytechnics and Colleges SubCommittee could have a vital role to play
promoting the subject at all levels, disseminating
information and providing a much needed pressure
group for all members teaching in Polytechnics
and Colleges.
Katharine Crouan

Sub-Committee for Schools
The winter issue of LINK is now available and
features a new 17+ examination syllabus in
Critical Studies in Art & Design produced by the
London and East Anglian Group Board. It marks
a significant departure from the traditional Art
History syllabus available to schools.
At the Sheffield Conference Schools Group
meeting on the Saturday it is hoped to have Colin
Grigg, the Art Officer with responsibility for
education at the Arts Council, speaking about new
initiatives linking schools with galleries and
museums in a nationwide programme. We would
welcome everyone to that meeting, particularly
those in schools in order to share experiences and
achievements when working in conjunction with
the museum or gallery.
Looking forward to the London Conference in
1989 we hope to contribute to this with displays of
work from schools focussing upon Critical and
Historical Studies. We would welcome
contributions from members in schools, in
particular those in primary schools. If you think
you might be able to contribute to this perhaps
you could write to me with a few details at this
stage.
Howard Hollands
Chairman, Schools Sub-Committee
Association of Art Historians
Holland Park School
Airlie Gardens, Campden Hill Road
London W8 7AF
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Poster
Enclosed with this issue of the Bulletin is an AAH
Poster that, once again, Thames and Hudson have
generously sponsored.
Please can you see that it is displayed on your
college/ library/museum or gallery notice board
and get in touch with me if you would like any
more. An A3 size is also available.
Pamela Courtney
Director of Administration and Publicity
RIBA News
The RIBA's British Architectural Library (BAL)
is appealing for contributions for the Nikolaus
Pevsner Memorial Library.
Since its establishment almost two years ago by
Birkbeck College, London, within the BAL, the
library has received donations of books, prints,
drawings and photographs — many from royal
architect and RIBA member His Royal Highness
the Duke of Gloucester. Other donations include
letters by Sir George Gilbert Scott, and books on
19th century engineering from Sir James Richards.

A number of rare architectural and
topographical books have also been purchased
including Robert Thoroton's 'Antiquities of
Nottinghamshire' 1678, William Hutchinsons' T h e
History and Antiquities of the County Palatine of
Durham' 1785-94, J.J. Park's T h e Topographical
and Natural History of Hampstead' 1818, and T.
Pennant's 'A Tour of Scotland' 1774-6.
The Nikolaus Pevsner Memorial Library was set
up in 1986 to celebrate Sir Nikolaus' outstanding
contribution to the growth of public awareness in
architecture and architectural history and an
appeal has been launched to establish a fund for
the purchase of rare archiectural and
topographical books which the BAL would not
normally be able to acquire. Each book in the
Pevsner Library is given a special Pevsner
bookplate and is inscribed with the donor's name.
Contributions should be sent to
The British Architectural Library
RIBA, 66 Portland Place
London WIN 4AD.
Further information on the Pevsner Library is
available from:
Lynne Walker, at the RIBA
01 580 5533 ext 4306.
RIB A s British Architectural Library Receives
Getty Grant
Jan van der Wateren's last days as Director of the
British Architectural Library (BAL) before he
went to the Victoria and Albert Museum as Chief
Librarian and Keeper of the National Art Library
have been made very happy ones by the
award to the Library of a three year grant from
the Getty Grant Program.
The grant will be used to fund a major
computerised reference work, British Architectural

Biography 1834-1914.
This project will compile a computerised
dictionary of Victorian and Edwardian architects
which takes up where H.M. Colvin's Biographical
Dictionary of British Architects 1600-1840 leaves
off.
To meet the increasing demand for information
about the Victorian and Edwardian periods from
both architects and researchers, the project will
provide on-line information about British
architects active between 1834 and 1914, based on
the unparalleled wealth of material in the BAL's
collections.
On completion this computerised dictionary will
be accessible to researchers both in the BAL and
worldwide on their own terminals at home or in
the office.
For further information contact:
Ruth Kamen at the RIBA's British Architectural
Library
Tel: 01 580 5533 ext 4315.
Cathedrals through Touch and Hearing
Birmingham University's newly appointed
Research Associate, Robert Buckley, begins work
this term as Project Officer for the Cathedrals
through Touch and Hearing project. The project
intends to increase facilities for Blind and Visually
Handicapped visitors to cathedrals. Mr Buckley is
a Registered Blind Person and ex-student of

Worcester College for the Blind. He is a graduate
of Newcastle and Durham Universities and is
completing a Ph.D. in Oriental Studies. Mr
Buckley says 'our first job this term will be to
mount a trial run in Lichfield and Coventry
Cathedrals, creating special facilities for the
Visually Handicapped'.
The project is funded by industry and commerce
and has recently received a £10,000 grant from the
Sainsbury family. The director of the project is Dr
J.M. Hull.
For further information contact:
Robert J. Buckley
Tel: 021 414 4857
John M. Hull
Tel: 021 414 4836
The University of Birmingham
Faculty of Education
Birmingham B15 2TT
SCHOLARSHIPS, GRANTS, AWARDS
Sir Banister Fletcher Award of the Authors' Club
1987 for the best book of the year on Architecture
or the Fine Arts
Nominations are invited for the annual award for
the best book published in the fields of
Architecture or the Fine Arts.
To be eligible the book must: (a) have been
published in 1987; (b) have been written by an
author who is British or resident in Britain; (c)
have been published by a British publisher or a
publisher with a British branch.

Nominations should be sent by 6 May 1988 to The
Secretary, Sir Banister Fletcher Award Selection
Committee, c/o British Architectural Library,
Royal Institute of British Architects, 66 Portland
Place, London WIN 4AD.
FORTHCOMING EVENTS
Forthcoming Arlis Event
BTEC: Guidelines and standards for art and
design librarianship, Monday 18 April 1988.
A one-day workshop will be held at the National
Gallery , London. This has been organised in
response to the demands expressed at the recent
conference 'Design History: methods and
resources'. The object of the day is to listen to
various speakers talk about librarianship within
BTEC; and then to hold discussion groups out of
which a document can be formulated on standards
and guidelines for art and design librarianship
within BTEC.
For further information and booking please
contact Pat Christie, Epsom School of Art &
Design Library, Ashley Road, Epsom, Surrey
KT18 5BE (Tel: 03727 28811 Ext.148). Please note
that places are limited so don't delay if you do
not wish to be disappointed!
Seminars in Humanities Computing
King's College London and Westfield College
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(University of London) are conducting Seminars in
Humanities Computing. These seminars are
planned to be held on Tuesdays at 6.00 pm.
15 March 1988
Westfield College
Dr Catherine Harding (Westfield College) (in
conjunction with the Faculty of Arts of Westfield
College)

Progetto Orvieto. Computing and the History of
the Building of Orvieto Cathedral 1321-1450

Quacks and Charlatans: Artists' accounts of

village dentists, doctors, mountebanks, and
fortune-tellers;
Eat, drink, and be merry: Foodstuffs in art and
life;
Wanton Women: merry companies, images of the
procuress, tavern wenches, and the realities of
bordello scenes;

New World Colonization and Dutch Exploration:
the artistic, economic, and political legacy;
The Guard-room scene: realities of military life
and artists' visions of soldiering;

10 May 1988
G05
This symposium will coincide with Hofstra's
Strand Building
exhibition of 17th century Dutch paintings, prints
King's College London
and drawings. 'People at work: 17th Century
Mr Michael Mann (School of Oriental and African Dutch Depictions', curated by Donna R. Barnes,
Studies)
will be mounted by the Hofstra Museum at the
Emily Lowe Gallery.
Programming for Textual Studies: the ICON
Faculty and students in the New York
Programming Language
metropolitan area university community, local
school teachers and librarians, national and
Call for Papers
international museum representatives, and
International Symposium Hofstra University
interested members of the general public will be
17th Century Dutch Art and Life!
invited to attend the symposium.
Wednesday, Thursday
Papers, limited to 20 minutes presentation, must
May 4, 5, 1988
be written and delivered in English. Papers will be
Hofstra University announces an international
refereed. Selected papers will be published as part
symposium for art historians and cultural
of the symposium proceedings. Typewritten copies
historians on May 4-5, 1988, which will explore
of papers, accompanied by a one page abstract,
connections between 17th century Dutch art and
must be submitted for consideration no later than
the social world experienced by men and women
February 15, 1988. Presenters will be selected and
living in the Netherlands during the 'golden age'.
notified regarding acceptance by March 30, 1988.
Papers are invited from art historians and those All papers must be typed and submitted in
scholars with interests in Northern Europe art, the duplicate to:
history of labor, women's history, the history of
Terry L. Baker
education, culinary history, the history of
Associate Dean
childhood and the family, and the history of
School of Education
medicine and science.
Hofstra University
At this symposium we seek to have scholarly
papers exploring diverse issues such as:
Hempstead, New York 11550
Peasant labour: economic necessity and artistic
For
further
symposium
information
contact:
device;
Terry L. Baker
Hofstra University, Mason Hall
Woman's Work is Never Done!: painterly
Hempstead, New York 11550
accounts of 'domestic virtue';
U.S.A.
Fishing, fishermen, and fish-wives: painterly
inspiration, economic significance, and a way of
Tel: 516-560-5742
life;
For information about the exhibition, contact
Scientific innovations and discoveries in the
Donna Barnes or Gail Gelburd
Netherlands: universities, laboratories, botanical
Hofstra Museum
gardens, and Dutch artists' accounts of scholars,
Tel: 516-560-5672
geographers, physicians, astronomers, and
alchemists;
Gilds: for painters, merchants, and craftsmen;
DIVERSIONS

• And the young shall follow: child-rearing in art,
literature and life;
The Aesthetics of Dutch genre painting;
17th century Dutch art markets for paintings and
prints;
The Erasmus Effect: Dutch educational thought

and artists' depictions of schoolmasters and
pupils;
Jan Steen and Adriaen van Ostade: Social Critics
of the Human Comedy;
Village Fairs and City Markets: buying and selling
livestock, goods, and tradesmen's services;

Weaving, Spinning, Tailoring, and Lace-making:

Textile and Clothing Trades in Holland and 17th
Century Dutch Art;

The judges have to report that there was no
successful entry for the last competition. The
description of a suburban garden was taken from
The Castles on the Ground, by J.M. Richards,
1946.

City of Birmingham Polytechnic
ADVERTISEMENTS
Post-graduate study in History of Art and Design.
Applications are invited for full or part-time postgraduate study in the History of Art, architecture
and design at Birmingham Polytechnic, either by a
University of Edinburgh: Department of
combination of coursework and research for
Architecture, Lecturer in Architectural History
linked MA-Pg Dip (for which a number of State
Applications are invited for the above post which Bursaries are available), or by supervised research
involves teaching architectural history to students for the MPhil or Phd of the CNAA. Further
particulars from George Noszlopy, School of
drawn from other departments and faculties in
History of Art and Complimentary Studies,
addition to students of architecture. A strong
interest in the history of Western architecture since Faculty of Art and Design, Birmingham
Polytechnic, Corporation Street, Birmingham
1750 is desirable.
Salary will be on the scale of £9,260 to £14,500, B4 7DX.
with initial placement according to age and
Display space for job advertisements
experience. The post is tenable not later than 1
October 1988.
The Association is pleased to announce that from
the July 1988 Bulletin onwards, members will have
Further particulars can be obtained from the
the opportunity to use display space for the
Personnel Office, University of Edinburgh, 63
purpose of advertising job vacancies. The rates
South Bridge, Edinburgh EH1 1LS, (quoting ref.
no. 1343), and applications (4 copies) should reach will be as follows:
full page
255mm x 185mm. .£140.00 + VAT
the Personnel Office by Monday 7 March 1988.
University of Dublin
Trinity College
Temporary Lecturer in Art History

Trinity College, Dublin, intends to appoint a
Temporary Lecturer in a field of post-medieval
European painting. The appointment will be
tenable for three years, commencing on
1 October, 1988.
Further details may be obtained from the
Establishment Officer, Trinity College, Dublin 2,
Ireland. Tel: Dublin 772941, Ext 1678.

half page (horiz)... 120mm x 185mm.. £90:00 + VAT
quarter page
125mm x 90mm.. £60.00 + VAT
eighth page
60mm, x 90mm.. £35.00 + VAT

The above rates are inclusive for copy supplied as
camera ready. Any setting to be done will be
charged at cost price.
The Advertising Schedule will be as follows:
Issue
Camera ready
February
15 January
July
15 June
November
15 October

Short Runs of Books and Journals

Antony Rowe Ltd., specialise in producing runs
between 100 and 1000 of paperbacks or
hardbacks, new or reprint, at economic prices.
They work for many UK and foreign publishers
from the biggest to the smallest and are
particularly useful for monographs, proceedings,
and other Academic work.
For details contact:
Antony Rowe Ltd
Bumpers Farm
Bristol Road
Chippenham
Wiltshire SN14 6LH
Tel: 0249 659706
Would members please note that this is the correct
telephone number.
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EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
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Chair Dr Marcia Pointon
(University of Sussex, School of English and
American Studies, Arts Building, Falmer, Brighton
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Museum and Art Gallery, Chamberlain Square,
Birmingham B3 3DH)
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Elected Members
Kathleen Adler (Middlesex Polytechnic)
Prof Qavid Bindman (Westfield College, London)
Dr Theo Cowdell (Sheffield Polytechnic)
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Diana Donald (Manchester Polytechnic)
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Dr Joan Hichberger (Manchester Polytechnic)
Dr Lynda Nead (Birkbeck College, London)
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Co-opted Members
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